WILDCATS
NFT SERIES BY CAT TOKEN

MEOW THERE
Meow there, it's me Mooncat. Enjoying the 2020
crypto run? Me too. I am very excited as you can see.
Well, recently, I came up with this idea - totally my
own, the most original idea you'll ever see, the best
idea ever. Believe me!
I... er... was on a "trip" to meet some friends, when I
had the most brilliant idea. You'll love it.

WILDCATS
I know you adore me, I adore me too! So, I will
introduce some friends of mine, that are cool, maybe
even cooler than me but not by a lot of course. Some
are shy, some are scary, some are tiny, some are huge but all of them are total badasses and live on their own.
There are like, 40 of them and these wild cats want to
give you a chance to know their badassery, play with
them, collect them, and be mesmerised by them.

NFTS AND CAT TOKEN
Sooooo what this means is, the CAT token team
is creating an NFT series for all the cat species in
the world! The NFTs will be collectibles with
cool attributes that will let you play trading
games. Nuff said, right? But wait, there's more!!!

WILDCATS NFT SERIES
BY CAT TOKEN

CAT CONSERVATION
60% of funds from sales will go directly
to conservation organizations accepting
crypto, dedicated to the conservation
and preservation of cat species and
habitat around the world. If we have
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community can vote on selecting the
organizations from our list! We also
invite orgs to pitch their cases to our
community or even collab with us to
make these NFTs even more awesome.
Calling all NFT artists too! SPREAD THE

$CAT TOKEN BUYBACK AND BURN

NEWS!

20% of the proceeds from Wildcats NFT
sales will go to the CAT token team
towards development of future projects.
10% of proceeds will go to the original NFT
art creator. The rest of the proceeds - 10%
will go towards buying back a percentage
of $CAT tokens and conducting a burn,
making $CAT a little more scarce, and a
little more valuable with each NFT sale.
*These percentages are yet to be finalized and are subject to change.

STAY TUNED DEAR CAT COMMUNITY! GET STRETCHED, GET READY, AND JOIN US!
DISCLAIMER: This project whitepaper and the CAT token which you are reading about is a social experiment in the
DeFi industry. What this means is that you should complete research and trading decisions on your own. CAT
token does not provide financial, legal or other advice. All information provided here about CAT token is for the
CAT token community and the charities who may benefit from donations made by the development team. Please
do not overextend yourself when becoming involved in this project financially or otherwise. No one from the CAT
token team will ever recommend buying or selling CAT Token for any purpose. Our team would probably tell you
to pet or adopt a cat or get one of those large cat house tree things that will be too big for your living room.

